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Season 3, Episode 11
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Chapter Fifty-Five



Working in publishing is not what Jane thought it would be, until she learns about a showcase for up and coming writers. With Petra helming the Marbella, she decides to rebrand the hotel, but quickly butts heads with the rival hotel next door. Rogelio and Darci have made a new arrangement which has put a strain on his relationship with Xo. Meanwhile, Jane and Rafael try to figure out the best solution to Mateo’s behavioral issues and they both seem to have different approaches.
Quest roles:
Brett Dier(Michael Cordero Jr.), Anthony Mendez(Narrator (voice)), Justina Machado(Darci Factor), Johnny Messner(Chuck), Mia Allan(Anna), Ella Allan(Ellie Solano), Melanie Mayron(Marlene Donaldson), Kim Yarbrough(Fan), Ricardo Antonio Chavira(Bruce), Maya Kazan(Chloe Leland), Minka Kelly(Abbey Whitman), Mike Kalinowski(Tripp), Clint Jung(Sensei), Devin Crittenden(Swashbuckling Swan), Christina DeRosa(Astrid), Mercedes Cornett(Isla), Kelly Lamarr(Inspector), Phillip Jordan(Van), Scarlett Fernandez(Kid), LeShay N. Tomlinson(Director), Mele Ihara(Mom), Elizabeth Hinkler(Event Assistant), Alison Trumbull(Jackson's Mom), Rachel Andersen(Mrs. Taub), Joseph Sanders(Four-Year-Old Mateo), Shamicka Benn(Moderator), Alisa Torres(Officious Woman), Katie Adler(Pammy the Parrot)


Writer:
unknown


Director:
unknown


Release date:
13 February 2017, 21:00
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